Juvenile myoclonic epilepsy: non-classic electroencephalographical presentation in adult patients.
Although diagnosis of juvenile myoclonic epilepsy (JME), a common form of idiopathic generalized epilepsy, is based on clinical and electroencephalogram (EEG) criteria, at times clinical symptoms may be misleading, like the occurrence of asymmetric myoclonic jerks. Thus EEG assumes an important role in these cases, it can fail to show the classical polyspike and slow wave (PSW) discharges of JME, specially in a routine evaluation in older patients. We analyzed retrospectively EEG results of 35 patients with JME [Commission on Classification and Terminology of the International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) Epilepsia 1989; 30: 389] aged 12-44 years. (mean 22.7 years) at first medical evaluation. EEG findings of 35 patients (19 females, 16 males) with JME consisted of normal tracings in 22.9 and 54.3% had at least one normal exam. EEG abnormalities present in 27 patients (77.1%) consisted of isolated generalized slowing in two and generalized discharges in 25: irregular spike and wave complexes (SWC) in 76%; PSW in 48%; SWC faster than 3 Hz in 20%; spikes, sharp waves, and irregular slow waves in 24%; asymmetric generalized epileptiform discharges in 40%; and associated focal paroxysms in 12%. Thus JME is classically associated to PSW on EEG, the most frequent abnormality was irregular SWC. Generalized paroxysms could occur in an asymmetric fashion and rarely associated to focal activity.